For the two-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising critical point, I show that the known values of the critical exponents imply the absence of logarithms of the reduced temperature in the leading contributions to any field derivative of the free energy at zero magnetic field. For the square-lattice Ising antiferromagnet in a weak magnetic field, I compute the critical line T, (H) = T, (1 -0.038023 259H ) and the leading contribution to the susceptibility 7 =0.014 718 0066H ln(1/ l t l ), where t is the reduced temperature.
and the regular part is f"= g f"rh".
then the coefficient f " is infinite, and Eqs. (4) and (5) are not valid. To discuss this special case we vary the exponents a and 5 by continuously changing an appropriate parameter such as the spatial dimension.
In 
where A"' -' is the coefficient ofx in the power expansion of A~ (x) 
In view of Eq. (1()), to keep f "+ A"' '(sgnr) finite when 2 -a -mp -noh~0, the coefficient A"' behaves as (13) [ The temperaturelike scaling field~is relevant and the critical exponent is &x=0. The magnetic field is an irrelevant field b, (0. According to Eq. (17) the singular part of the free energy is f, =Agr ln(1/~~~)+ A+r (20) Besides the pair mo --2 and no --0, there may be other pairs of non-negative integers satisfying the equation 2=mo+noh, and this obviously depends on the actual value of A. In particular, if 6=0, i.e. , the magnetic field is marginally irrelevant, then mo --2 and no equals any non-negative integer. In this case the amplitudes A+ and A+ are functions of the field H. Since we consider here only the leading contributions in weak fields, it suffices to set mp --2, np --0 in Eq. (18), and to ignore the second term in Eq. (20) f, =ax ln(1/~w~) . (21) The scaling field~is a nonlinear function of the reduced temperature t =(T -T, )/T, and of the field H.
T, is the critical temperature in the presence of the field H. Due to the up-down symmetry, no odd powers of H occur where to is the zero-field reduced temperature.
The leading contribution to susceptibility as obtained from Eqs. (21) and (22) is r=r +O(rH r ' ' ' )=rp+uH +O(rp rpH H ' ' ' ) (22) D =4au (kT, ) and D'=8au (kT, ) (24) By using the value of the zero-field amplitude determined with high precision by Kong, Au-Yang, and Griffiths' s smoothness postulate. ' Eqs. (21) and (22) are completely consistent with the smoothness postulate. 
